2010 and beyond
Hello.
Welcome to 2007.
80's 1337ness
DESIGN IS NOT A THING YOU DO. IT'S A WAY OF LIFE.
User Experience
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Customer Experience vs User Experience

User Experience Design
- the part of the product that the customer actually interacts with

User Experience
- every interaction a customer has with a product

Customer Experience
- every interaction a customer has with a company

Elements:
- Content
- Information Architecture
- Front-end Development
- Usability
- Development
- Technology
- Support
- Service
- Sales
- User Research
- Visual Design
visioning the future
If someone says:
“That’s impossible.”

You should **understand** it as:
“According to my very limited experience and narrow understanding of reality, that's very unlikely.”
Visioning helps:

» Blue Sky ideas
» Thought Leadership “points”
» Set future strategy
» Break away from legacy
» Sell ideas to internal audiences
“When” is the first step. There is a threshold of time that once passed two things change:

1) Current Technology no longer matters.
2) You need to factor in possible changes to market conditions.
DID YOU KNOW

In India cats are considered bad luck?
Microsoft "2019"

Adaptive Path Aurora concept video
http://adaptivepath.com/aurora/

Adaptive Path Charmr concept

Nokia Morph
You'll see a trend in using animation – again, this removes it from reality which then removes any pressure for actual delivery.

Nokia Design (multiple videos)
http://www.youtube.com/profile?user=NokiaDesign
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f5iBBEp0Efg&feature=channel_page
(see the disclaimer!)

Samsung Future Mobile Project
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=srw2WiPevQA

Lastminute Labs
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fMA7wAU5BH0
This is an actual app they created – while the video looks "fake" – this is actually a working demo.

Google Mobile App for iPhone with Voice Search
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GQ3Glr5Ff28
Commercial/tutorial style...
“Intel's work builds on the progress MIT has made with transmitting power through resonant magnetic fields. But where the MIT team, led by Marin Soljacic, has only achieved 50% efficiency over a range of a few feet, Intel is said to have recently zapped up to 60 watts over the same distance at an efficiency of 75%, which is quite a leap forward.”

A whole new way

Palm® Touchstone™ accessories.

Set your Palm® Pre™ phone on the Palm Touchstone™ Charging Dock, it magnetically snaps into place, and begins charging. It’s simpler than plugging into a standard power charger.

Requires Palm Pre Touchstone™ Back Cover. International Power Charger provided with Pre is also required for use. Each additional Charging Dock requires its own Power Charger. Be sure you have what you need. Take advantage of these convenient bundles.

Which bundle is right for you?

**Touchstone Charging Kit**

Everything you need to begin using Touchstone Technology to charge your Pre.

- Touchstone Charging Dock
- Touchstone Power Charger

**Touchstone Charging Expansion Kit**

Get an additional Touchstone Charging Dock and International Power Charger to place in another location in your home or office.

**Touchstone Dual Location Charging Kit**

Includes two Charging Docks to place in multiple locations.

- (1) International Power Charger
A whole new world.

Palm® Touchstone® Charging Kit

Set your Palm® Pre™ phone in its charging cradle and begin charging, for a complete charging solution. Requires Palm Pre Touchstone® Charging Kit, not included. If you have what you need, then you’re good to go.

Which bundle is right for you?

**Touchstone Charging Kit**

Everything you need to begin using Touchstone Technology to charge your Pre.

- Touchstone Charging Dock
- International Power Charger

Get an additional Touchstone Charging Dock and International Power Charger to place in another location in your home or office.

- (1) Touchstone Charging Dock
- (1) International Power Charger

Includes two Charging Docks to place in multiple locations.

- (2) Touchstone Charging Dock
- (2) International Power Charger

“the e-passport uses an AMOLED display so frugal it can be powered wireless via an RFID reader”
Location Gaming

http://www.flickr.com/photos/14665421@N00/2168241718/
OK! You're now browsing things that are in Dallas / Fort Worth!

Welcome to foursquare!

We're all about helping you find new ways to explore the city.

We'll help you meet up with your friends and let you earn points and unlock badges for discovering new places, doing new things and meeting new people.

Sign up! [Learn more]

ps: Follow us on Twitter and Tumblr for the latest updates!

Newly Crowned Mayors in Dallas/FW! [huh?]

Dan B. @ampm Lounge Steven R. @Ray Manor Ryan P. Kincade's Hamburgers (Southlake) Matt G. Tribal DeB Dallas Derek R. RaceTrac Jeff K. @Barley House Jacob M. @Fossil HQ Derek R. JavaTime Nic J. @R. Jan LeCro Center Matt G. @Fuse

Newest Users in Dallas/FW

Josh D. Kerrie C. Mike K. Brad A. Elizabeth E. Katharyn D. Nico M. Tony T. Mathew B. Matt M.
Southlake, TX

Gowalla!
Enter a City / State combination or Zip Code to search for nearby spots.
Netbooks
small screens
http://www.flickr.com/photos/ryanblock/3562871919/
“The real divider is how you use it. A Netbook is a light mobile computing device that allows you to process information, access the Internet, and that does not store a bundle of bloated programs or data.”

“They are cheap, portable web browsers.”

http://www.enterpriseirregulars.com/EI/33716
In The Pre-Chrome OS World, Google Optimizes Gmail For Netbooks

http://www.techcrunch.com/2009/08/05/in-the-pre-chrome-os-world-google-optimizes-gmail-for-netbooks/
DOCTOR FUN

WE WANT TO IMPLANT THIS RFID TAG IN YOU.

THAT VIOLATES MY RIGHTS!

WE WANT TO IMPLANT THIS RFID TAG IN YOU AND IT'S ALSO A CELLPHONE, DIGITAL CAMERA, AND MP3 PLAYER.

← WRONG

RIGHT →

16 Jan 2006

Copyright © 2006. David Farley, d-farley@biblio.org
http://biblio.org/Dave/drfun.html

This cartoon is made available on the Internet for personal viewing only. Opinions expressed herein are solely those of the author.
“The RFID tag is also very interesting. When you walk up to the car, the Model S detects your RFID keytag and pops out the handles for you. When you want to start up the car, there’s no start button. You just sit there and wait for the car to detect your RFID presence.”

In computing, the Internet of Things refers to a network of objects, such as household appliances. It is often a self-configuring wireless network. The concept of the internet of things is attributed to the original Auto-ID Center, founded in 1999 and based at the time in MIT[1].

The idea is as simple as its application is difficult. If all cans, books, shoes or parts of cars are equipped with minuscule identifying devices, daily life on our planet will undergo a transformation. Things like running out of stock or wasted products will no longer exist as we will know exactly what is being consumed on the other side of the globe. Theft will be a thing of the past as we will know where a product is at all times. The same applies to parcels lost in the post.


Google Quick Search

http://code.google.com/p/qsb-mac/
Ubiquity is a Mozilla Labs experiment into connecting the Web with language in an attempt to find new user interfaces that could make it possible for everyone to do common Web tasks more quickly and easily.
check weather (near geolocation) (in temperature units)

yelp (restaurant) (near address)

zoom 100%

check livemark (title)

calculate (expression)

Gets the weather for a zip code/city.
Taskfox

(Redirected from Taskfox/Mockups)

DRAFT
This page is not complete.
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https://wiki.mozilla.org/Taskfox/Mockups
Taskfox. It's what's for dinner.
What would you like to do next?

Help! I don't know what to do

Other Dreamattic projects
AppleTvHacks.net - Biz-News.com - Tips4Mums.com - Voip Providers List

Did you know?

Home - My Account - Commands - About - Contact - Blog - Advertise - Developers

©2008 - 2009 Kwyno
Future of email

http://www.flickr.com/photos/jeremyjohnson/515371865/in/set-72157600270103743/
E-mail sends copies to every recipient like a letter.

http://retry.tv/2009/06/16/google-wave-champion-of-the-environment/
Waves are single documents that users access.

http://retry.tv/2009/06/16/google-wave-champion-of-the-environment/
New Wave

Dinner and board games – Who’s up for dinner and board games next week? I’m thinking BBQ on Sunday! – Our house, 8pm. Let us know if you can come! What can I bring? Just sushi time? – Hey Dan and Jens, I think its time for our monthly sushi-tasting dinner. Tough to meet by the palm trees.

Wayward music player? – Looking to return Hey, I think your music player ended up left on my desk.

See what turned up on my front lawn yesterday! – It’s fairly late in the season to be

It’s Movie Time!!! – Whee – the 80’s are cool again! What about “Confessions of a Shopaholic”?

Pics from a walk in Sydney... – Just from walking around in Kirribilli / Milsons Point.

Gallery opening this Thursday – Hey everyone, my show is finally going up and I would love if you could attend.

Any tips for combating jet-lag? – Please share! For the first day, stay up as long as possible. Get a lot of water.

The Castle (Mandatory Fun) – Speaking of movies, who hasn’t seen “The Castle”? Such a gem.

Say, here are some photos from the Kokoda track. – Check out the broken wrists! At The Castle (Mandatory Fun) – Speaking of movies, who hasn’t seen “The Castle”? Such a gem.

Who wants to see transformers?!? – May 25

Offsite pics! – Check out the photos from our offsite Vista Goofy Helmet So fast Hikes SF

Snapshots! – I’m really impressed with all the nature shots we’ve put together! Desert

Emily: They make me want to go on vacation

me: Seriously, what a well traveled bunch. Lars, what kind of camera did you use?

Lars: Canon: Canon D50 - Canon Digital Photography Forums

I’m in the market for a new one. And these look so good. Really professional.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ltc4253kjhw
An Eco-Comparison Between E-mail & Google Wave

Why Google Wave is Greener than e-mail & how Google have solved their e-mail storage problem.

*This is a rough piece of math based on my company Lotus Notes Inbox for internal communication only.

**E-mail**

1 Project
8 Users

30 “copy all” e-mails x 8 users
= 240 copies of e-mail

**Google Wave**

1 Project
8 Users

30 wave updates x 8 users
= 1 Wave

by Ivan Pols www.retry.tv
Google Wave uses 0.426% of the hard drive storage space that e-mail does.

It seems Google Wave could be a major tool in lowering a company’s Carbon Footprint. With fewer hard drives for storage, you use less energy and create less landfill. Seems like a good reason to plan an upgrade.
Social Service

http://www.flickr.com/photos/simonhazeldine/3086322671/
Unofficial community-powered support for

Travelocity

Community / Overview

Ask a question  Share an idea  Report a problem  Give praise

Ask a question We'll look for answers.

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

Travelocity won't acknowledge my problem
kev asked  Last reply 6 months ago
NEEDS ANSWER 1

Frequently asked  Answered  Needs answer  Recent

POPULAR IDEAS

A Modest Proposal
Dave Foley shared  Last reply 8 months ago

Popular  Recent

COMMON PROBLEMS

PICK YOUR POCKET ... TRAVELOCITY
GREG reported  Last reply 3 months ago
NEEDS SOLUTION 3

Travelocity didn't pay hotel?
Terry reported  Last reply 3 months ago
NEEDS SOLUTION 1

Common  Solved  Recent

Message from Get Satisfaction

This is one of many support communities on Get Satisfaction, a place where customers and companies connect around the products and services they use.

Additional support links

home

COMMUNITY STATS

TOTAL

Topics posted 4
People 4
Employees 0

Join the community

Rate Travelocity
Get updates about Travelocity
Have your answers featured here
Show it off with a logo on your dashboard

All you need to do is click it. Do it

I'm a customer

Community members

Welcome to our new members

Martin
joined 1 month ago
@runswithmonkies 121,946 according to: http://bit.ly/mqedv . :-)
#TWELPforce @TWELPFORCE via @BestBuy207David

about 1 hour ago from Twelpforce

@dregg_tool84 We do have "all-in-one" desktops like the HP TouchSmart - http://bit.ly/copAV via @Agent3012

about 10 hours ago from Twelpforce

@Somethingnew85 Your upgrade options depend on the contract signed w/Verizon, but 4 months is likely too soon. via @Agent3012

about 10 hours ago from Twelpforce

@Somethingnew85 Stop in and talk to our Best Buy Mobile team about your upgrade options. via @Agent3012

about 10 hours ago from Twelpforce

@jilliebean3590 Are you looking to control a specific dock for your iPod or iPhone? via @Agent3012

about 10 hours ago from Twelpforce

@attchewed Your laptop has a ATI Radeon HD 3200 card, which will run Sims 3 at medium video settings. via @Agent3012

about 10 hours ago from Twelpforce

@AJKelleyAJ We are a collective force of Best Buy and Geek Squad technology pros offering tech advice in tweet form. via @Agent3012

about 10 hours ago from Twelpforce
Visualizing Data
The Three-Trillion-Dollar War: Its Cost in Ten Steps

In 2003, Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld estimated that a war with Iraq would cost $60 billion. Five years later, the cost of Iraq war operations, is more than 10 times that figure. By the time the United States leaves Iraq, the estimated cost of war will be more than $1 trillion.

1. Operational Costs
   - Includes training, transportation, maintenance, and insurance of military equipment.

2. Additional Expenditures
   - Includes costs such as Amtrak subsidies, end-of-year bonuses for military personnel.

3. Inflation
   - Cost of delivery equipment, delivery of cargo, and support for combat forces.

4. Operational and Peacemaking Costs
   - Includes costs for the division of Iraq.

5. Health Care
   - Health care costs for troops wounded in battle.

6. Restoring the Military
   - Cost of training military personnel.

7. Social Security
   - Cost of 401K retirement funds.

8. Interest
   - Interest payments for multiple trillion-dollar mortgages.

9. Lost Economic Output
   - Loss of economic output due to war.

10. Macroeconomic Impact
    - Impact of war on the macroeconomic growth of the United States.
the Profile of ITALIAN POVERTY

According to ISTAT, based on sampling in 2006, 13 in 100 Italians are living below the poverty line. Incidence of poverty for some characteristics of the person of reference and geographical distribution.
What’s in the Customer’s Mailstream?

Reporting by Paula Andrus, Illustration by Jule Buhman

Marketers are really good at understanding what makes a mail piece stand out, but it’s not always clear what that piece needs to stand out against. What does the rest of the consumer mailstream look like? As your target customers rifle through their daily mail, what other pieces are they likely to encounter as they consider, open and discard their way through their mail plan? To find out, we worked with the two biggest distributors to the U.S. mailstream — First-Class Mail® and Standard Mail® & Periodicals — to get a better idea of what American households are getting in their box. Here’s what we learned. (NOTE: All data is from 2007, the year for which the most recent figures for mail to U.S. households are available.)

Source: USPS® Household Diary Study: Mail Use and Attitudes, FY 2007
Wi-Fi on the go

http://www.flickr.com/photos/66885056@N00/141398971/
Looking for a Wi-Fi hot spot? Try 10,000 feet up

"This is the year" for Wi-Fi on planes, said Jack Blumenstein, president and CEO of Aircell, whose Gogo® Inflight Internet service provides access on Delta Air Lines, American Airlines, AirTran and Virgin America flights, and will begin testing on United flights later this year. Gogo is installed on more than 200 commercial planes, and Blumenstein said he expected 1,200 aircraft to have Gogo capability by the end of 2009.

Hands out for the hotspot as taxis start offering Wi-Fi access for passengers

National Radio Cabs, one of Dublin's largest taxi firms, will shortly begin a trial of free Wi-Fi service in some of its fleet in which passengers will be able to connect to antennae via Wi-Fi using netbooks, laptops or hand-held devices.

Photograph: Cyril Byrne

In this section »

- Truly a leap for mankind
- Symantec intensifies fight against PC viruses
- Seeing the big picture with pocket-sized camcorder
- Microsoft aims to price itself into the open source market
- Companies may face more threats in cyberspace
- Data recovery systems 'flawed'

GORDON SMITH

WE'RE NOT quite there with planes yet, but trains and automobiles are signing up to offer free internet access to passengers.
Search vs. Find
I’m searching for something.
I've found it!

vs. I've found it!
I think I know what they are looking for...

Can we answer the search request in a meaningful way?

**YES**
Give customized experience

**NO**
Show search results
City of Southlake, Texas - 3 visits - 11/22/08
Official city site. Includes contact information for City Council, Planning and Zoning Commission, and city staff. City data and minutes of meetings.
www.ci.southlake.tx.us/ - Cached - Similar - 

Southlake Town Square - 6 visits - 11/22/08
1256 Main St, Suite 244, Southlake, TX 76092 08/10/09 1:43 pm ... Hilton Southlake Harkins Theatre. Interactive Store Map Printable Store Map Directions ...
www.southlaketownsquare.com/ - Cached - Similar - 

Southlake Real Estate - Southlake Homes For Sale - Colleyville ...
Let me be your personal guide to Southlake Texas real estate, as well as homes in Colleyville, Keller, Westlake, Grapevine and. Trophy Club. ...
www.cindyruppert.com/ - Cached - Similar - 

Southlake Texas, Chamber of Commerce, Visitor, Business ...
Chamber, Commerce, Business, Commercial, Residential, Real Estate, City of Southlake, Membership, Oktoberfest, Southlake Town Square, Employment, ...
www.southlakechamber.com/ - Cached - Similar - 

Southlake, Texas - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
Southlake is a city in northeastern Tarrant and southern Denton Counties in the U.S. state of Texas. It is a suburb of Fort Worth and is located near the ... en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Southlake,_Texas - Cached - Similar - 
Results are included for southlake, texas. Show just the results for southlake, tx.

ALL RESULTS

City of Southlake, Texas
Official city site. Includes contact information for City Council, Planning and Zoning Commission, and city staff. City data and minutes of meetings.
www.ci.southlake.tx.us · Cached page

Southlake, Texas - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
Southlake is a city in northeastern Tarrant and southern Denton Counties in the U.S. state of Texas. It is a suburb in the Dallas/Fort Worth Metroplex [3] and is located near the ... Geography · Demographics · Education
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Southlake%2C_Texas · Enhanced view

Southlake Town Square
1256 Main St, Suite 244, Southlake, TX 76092 08/08/09 2:43 pm
www.southlaketownsquare.com · Cached page

Southlake Texas, Chamber of Commerce, Visitor, Business, Residential ... Chamber, Commerce, Business, Commercial, Residential, Real Estate, City of Southlake, Membership, Oktoberfest, Southlake Town Square, Employment, Demographics, Leadership Southlake ...
www.southlakechamber.com · Cached page

Southlake, Texas (TX 76092) Detailed Profile - relocation, real estate ...
Southlake, Texas detailed profile ... We are giving away $1000 in prizes - enter simply by sending us your own city pictures!
www.city-data.com/city/Southlake-Texas.html · Cached page
Southlake, Texas

Population:

- city population: 26,224 people

Location:

- Satellite Image

Current local time:

- 3:02 pm CDT | Tuesday, August 11, 2009
Population, Dallas County, TX

2,412,827 - Jul 2008

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, Population Division

Twitter results for weather dallas, tx

workfromhome4: Wondering if there weather in Dallas tx about 2 hours ago
Element321: I love Dallas TX weather! 101 and bright sunny all day. Then its raining at night. This normally doesnt happen! 3:17 AM Aug 6

Weather for Dallas, TX - Add to iGoogle

87°F
Current: Clear
Wind: E at 12 mph
Humidity: 59%

95°F | 76°F | 94°F | 74°F | 94°F | 72°F | 97°F | 76°F
HTML CAN NOT

DO THAT!!!1!!

XHTML & HTML 5

http://www.flickr.com/photos/26325011@N00/490423135/
This confusion is understandable given the lamentable names that have been assigned to different technologies. This isn't the first time this has happened.

JavaScript sounds like it has something to do with Java. It doesn't.

In fact, Java is to JavaScript as ham is to hamster.

And so to XHTML 2.

You'd be forgiven for thinking it has something to do with XHTML 1.0 or XHTML 1.1.

It doesn't.
Augmented Reality

http://www.wunschfeld.net/blog/2009/03/augmented-reality-based-on-flartoolkit.html
Augmented (via Mobile)
Augmented (via Games)
Augmented (via Objects)
Augmented (via Projection)
Augmented (via Mobile)
“Basically, if you point your phone’s camera at a court, restaurant, bathroom or parking lot, Seer should tell you whatever you could want to know about it.”

Augmented (via Games)
Augmented (via Objects)
Best Buy goes 3D, even augmented reality isn’t safe from advertising

http://bestbuyin3d.com/
Augmented (via Projection)
Web OS
“Google Chrome OS is an open source, lightweight operating system that will initially be targeted at netbooks. Later this year we will open-source its code, and netbooks running Google Chrome OS will be available for consumers in the second half of 2010. Because we’re already talking to partners about the project, and we’ll soon be working with the open source community, we wanted to share our vision now so everyone understands what we are trying to achieve.”

http://googleblog.blogspot.com/2009/07/introducing-google-chrome-os.html
Our Consolidated Messenger line of business solution complements your business processes, including your current Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) system by adding functionality designed specifically for your industry. We can customize Consolidated Messenger to integrate easily with your company's IT environment.

COSTS

Contoso works with your IT managers and planners to determine exactly which software and hardware components you need in order to implement the Consolidated Messenger solution effectively. By omitting optional components for processes that your organization does not use, we’re able to keep costs down. Additionally, our rates for consulting and other on-site services are highly competitive.

However, the following table summarizes the largest expense category, direct labor costs:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Direct Labor Costs</th>
<th>Hours</th>
<th>Rate Per Hour</th>
<th>Total Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Process Engineer</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>$125.00</td>
<td>$25,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Software Developer</td>
<td>225</td>
<td>$115.00</td>
<td>$25,875.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT Consultant</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>$100.00</td>
<td>$4,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integration Expert</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>$75.00</td>
<td>$15,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hardware Technician</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>$90.00</td>
<td>$18,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Labor Costs:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>$78,200.00</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
“Work anywhere with Office Web applications—the lightweight, Web browser versions of Word, PowerPoint, Excel and OneNote—that provide access to documents from anywhere and preserve the look and feel of a document regardless of device.”

http://gizmodo.com/5313285/microsoft-office-2010-web-apps-will-be-free-testing-starts-today
“...Or that webOS development offers a shorter, more gradual learning curve than other mobile platforms, because it is based on standard web technologies like HTML, CSS, and JavaScript. And maybe you heard that webOS – through its multitasking and gesture-based interactions – enables mobile apps to employ an outstanding user interface.”

Doh!


sorry I took out the cuss words :-/
Making It Easier On Idiots

“After a while, everybody wanted to be a programmer. Since programming is actually kind of hard, many of these folk landed in PHP and HTML, hence the explosion of webapps. As such, the browser became a feeble example of a “runtime”.”

http://teddziuba.com/2008/09/a-web-os-are-you-dense.html
Type on the web
<font> tags
images of fonts
flash
css
sIFR
@font-face/eot
The easiest way to use Real Fonts ON YOUR WEBSITE

Bello by Underware


Drop a single line of code in your web pages, and you can use whatever fonts you want—easy peasy. We host the files on a global network designed for uptime and speed so your fonts will always show up. It works with the latest browsers, and degrades gracefully for older ones. Learn more

Completely Legal

We work with some of the best type foundries in the world to make sure you and your clients can use fonts legally. See the fonts

Safe. Standards-compliant.

We use the W3C approved @font-face spec for CSS to link fonts to your site. We give you complete control over how the fonts interact with your markup. Learn more

Sign up now! Tons of fonts, quick and easy setup

1 Pick a font
2 Paste javascript
3 Voilà!

Check out the fonts or Sign up
SOMEONE
TWEETED!
What are you doing?

Latest: I've seen @jaredigital in action! I think all avatars are CC licensed, right? ;-) about 7 hours ago
How Twitter Will Change the Way We Live

By STEVEN JOHNSON  Friday, Jun. 05, 2009

The one thing you can say for certain about Twitter is that it makes a terrible first impression. You hear about this new service that lets you send 140-character updates to your "followers," and you think, Why does the world need this, exactly? It's not as if we were all sitting around four years ago scratching our heads and saying, "If only there were a technology that would allow me to send a message to my 50 friends, alerting them in real time about what I'm thinking right now."
**THE NARCISSIST TEST**

**STEP 1:** Take a moment to think about yourself.

**STEP 2:** If you made it to step 2, you are not a narcissist.
Wanna give a Heeey! to my newest tweet friend MJBdaMVP. Miss Mary J. Blige. tweeters send her some love.

12:51 PM Jul 18th from TwitterBerry

He’s a real hero. If you want to honor this great man, go to MandelaDay.com to celebrate his life and legacy.
6:12 PM Jul 16th from TwitterBerry

Just saw Nelson Mandela who looks fantastic at 91, still telling jokes.
6:11 PM Jul 16th from TwitterBerry

14 day thank you cruise for all their hard work. Most grateful to get everyone home safely.
5:23 AM Jul 15th from TwitterBerry

Been traveling with all my peeps 1525 harponians and their families to 5 countries 7 cities. .
5:23 AM Jul 15th from TwitterBerry

Today went to see Phylicia Rashad in AUGUST: OSAGE COUNTY. It too was outstanding. Makes me crave BROADWAY!!!
6:21 PM Jun 6th from TwitterBerry
What are you doing?

I've seen @jaredigital in action! I think all avatars are CC licensed, right? ;-) about 7 hours ago

Home

3 minutes ago from Tweetie

BrianKSullivan OK... Star Wars Episode 4 Special Edition is on G4----too stupid when Greedo actually misses Han Solo in the bar
7 minutes ago from TweetDeck

ICHCheezburger #LOLcat Yes thats right ... http://bit.ly/Dg1DT
12 minutes ago from twitterfeed

johnmaeda Advice needs to be explicitly requested instead of gifted without warning, otherwise it goes straight to DVD.
19 minutes ago from Tweetie

stevebrewer Q: does apple label safari and mail as 17+ apps? Seems odd that cooliris is 17+.
27 minutes ago from TwitterFon

nathansmith Whoever built http://www.whitehouse.gov/r... in Drupal made some really big mistakes (via @himerus)
33 minutes ago from Tweetie

mpstx vmware buys springsource? Isn't that just silly?
Went to the gym this morning.
As I left, everyone said I was the best!  
http://tweetingtoohard.com/
#iranelection is a popular topic on Twitter right now.

A large percentage of the Iranian population disputes the election of President Ahmadinejad, believing the election rigged. A "Sea of Green" took to the streets (and internet) to protest.

Realtime results for #iranelection

bakerwrite RT - @taktaz Only low life bastards would talk to terrorist mullahs and their thugs. #Tehran #neda #iran #IranElection (lowlifes like Obama)
less than 20 seconds ago from web

Iranpr Read before U Tweet – Iran Revolution history http://bit.ly/aRwcX #iranelection
less than 20 seconds ago from web

kristenh87 #iranelection Do you agree with president obama? http://cli.gs/54Zmrj
half a minute ago from API

Search tip
Use near: immediately before a location (or a zip code) to find tweets near that location.
Example: "happy hour" near: "san francisco" will find tweets containing the exact phrase "happy hour" and sent near "san francisco".

Join the conversation
Twitter results for us held iran

nprMorningProd: Jacki Northam brings us the latest on 3 US citizens being held in Iran about 8 hours ago

tsib: Will held hikers become yet another flash conflict issue for US / Iran: http://in.reuters.com/article/topNews/idUSTRE5791U020090810 about 22 hours ago
cousin_dave: @bethanyshondark that's a lot longer than the US hostages were held in Iran. How long was Terry Waite held for? about 23 hours ago

ArabistoNews: Arabisto News: Iran confirms US trio being held http://cli.gs/NYDEN about 23 hours ago


Did you mean: us help iran

News results for us held iran

US Seeks Release Of 3 American Hikers In Iran - 14 hours ago
by Jackie Northam Amid increasing concern about the fate of three American citizens being held by the Iranian government, the US and its allies have stepped ...

BBC News

BBC NEWS | Middle East | Iran confirms US trio being held
Aug 9, 2009 ... Iran has confirmed that it has detained three Americans thought to have strayed into its territory, a top US official says.

BBC NEWS | Middle East | Three US nationals held in Iran
Aug 1, 2009 ... Three missing US nationals have been detained by Iranian guards after they crossed into Iran from Iraq, Iranian media confirm.
Twitter results for travelocity

carogonza: Just follow AOL Travel on Twitter @aotravel and you become entered to win $500 in Travelocity Travel Credits! NOLA here I come! 6 minutes ago
JarrodSteeley: Help us bring Travelocity's roaming gnome to New Orleans for his final summer party! Vote at www.votetravelocity.com (via @NewOrleansCVB) 14 minutes ago
reelcompton: @waywillie can u b a gnome? If so, they should roll dice for discounts at inns... A travelocity bonus roll! 17 minutes ago
magneto8beth: Just entered a contest to win 1,000,000 miles on Travelocity. http://tinyurl.com/ch85h I want to goto Easter Island. XD 20 minutes ago
Travelocity: @searchpeoples Thanks for the shout out! 23 minutes ago

Travelocity Travel: Cheap Airfare, Hotels, Flights, Vacations ... - 3 visits - Jul 24
Book travel for less with specials on cheap airfares, hotels, cruises, car rentals and flights with Travelocity. One-stop resource for all your travel and ... www.travelocity.com/ - Cached - Similar - 
Flights
Hotels
Vacation Packages
Cars/Rail
Cruises
Last Minute Packages
My Stuff
Las Vegas
More results from travelocity.com »
“Roman roads enabled the Romans to move armies and trade goods and to communicate news”
Read: "Twitter is the internet at its full potential." And crunch goes the bridge of my nose.

2:01 PM Aug 4th from web

mheard
Matt
Let's Not Get Too Excited...
If the Twitter community was 100 people...

- 20 dead (empty accounts)
- 50 lazy, not tweeted in the last week
- 5 loud mouths, creating 75% of the tweets
- only 5 with more than 100 followers

David McCandless // www.visualizedthebook.com // v1.2
source: sysomos.com/insidetwitter/ [via rohitbargava.typepad.com]
About

I enjoy making the complex simple
My name is Jeremy Johnson and I write about User Experience, Design, technology, mobile, and all things the Internet. I also enjoy art, photography, travel, and gaming.
“...However, Card.ly goes in a different direction. Its goal isn’t just to get you a phone number an an email address, but to create a beautiful, shareable social media card.”

My name is Jeremy Johnson and I write about User Experience, Design, technology, mobile, and all things the Internet. I also enjoy art, photography, travel, and gaming.

You can find me at various places around the web. Feel free to stop by and say hello!

Where I grew up
Cicero, IN

Places I've lived
Indiana; Texas

Companies I've worked for
Barnes & Nobles; Verizon; Bright Corner; Geniant

My superpower
To make the complex simple

Interests
Design, user experience, technology, gaming, internet, art, photography, travel

My places
I’ve had more than 100,000 people peer into my office...

June 17th, 2009 by Jeremy Johnson | Start a Conversation

Tagged with: geek, photography, random

Chilling in the Game Room

March 30th, 2009 by Jeremy Johnson | Start a Conversation

Tagged with: gaming, photography

105,773 views – via Travis

I've seen @jaredigital in action! I think all avatars are CC licensed, right? ;-)

about 20 hours ago from Tweetie in reply to jaredigital

Flickr

Vimeo

vimeo

Lifestream

Shared Texas Coders | A place for code ninjas in the Lone Star State
— 1h ago via Delicious

Shared Presentation Zen: 10 Tips on how to think like a designer
— 2h ago via Delicious

I've seen @jaredigital in action! I think all avatars are CC licensed, right? ;-) [f]
— 20h ago via Twitter

Shared Download all the Competition Plugins! | Weblog Tools Collection
— 1d ago via Delicious

Shared If Only 100 People Were in Twitter - Visualized - Gizmodo
Death of Real Media
Mr. Woodcock
Comedy (2007)
$3.99  87 minutes

Pirates 3
Action (2007)
Cast: Johnny Depp, Orlando Bloom, Keira
Dir: Gore Verbinski
$3.99  169 minutes

Shoot 'Em Up
Action (2007)
$3.99  93 minutes
Watch your favorites.
Anytime. For free.
“$0.09 to deliver one HD movie”

BOOKS
David's 2nd Kindle

Browse:
- Books - Over 270,000 titles available
- Newspapers
- Magazines
- Blogs

National Best Sellers List

Kindle Top Sellers - Liberty and Tyranny: A Conservative...

New & Noteworthy Books - Master Your Metabolism

Kindle Daily Post Wed, April 22, 2009 11:17 AM PDT

We focus on process: "how" we're doing the job. And we forget about the bigger issue: "what" we're doing and why we're doing it. That's why we're leaving so much value on...

Recommended for You

- The World's Greatest Books Volume 01 - Fiction
- FreeMania
- Where's Waldo

See All

chiang mai travel guide search store
Chiang Mai Travel Guide
Offbeat Guides

Mean Streets
Butcher, Jim

War and Peace
Tolstoy, Leo

Turn Coat
Butcher, Jim

How We Decide
Jonah Lehrer

Recent Title Author
TechCrunch
Technology start-ups 101

boingboing
A directory of wonderful things

ThinkGeek
Stuff for smart masses

radar
Covering innovation ecology

COOL TOOLS
Tired and true gadgetry

How to Change the World
A practical blog for impractical people

CrunchGear
Gadgets, gear and hardware
GAMES
Games on Demand
Download and play full games directly on your Xbox 360

New Arrivals

- Mass Effect
- Viva Pinata
- Prey
- Max Payne 2
- Enslaved
-et al.
Touch, Holograms, Gestures, and 3D
Touchable Holography

http://www.alab.t.u-tokyo.ac.jp/~siggraph/09/TouchableHolography/SIGGRAPH09-TH.html
Touch for the Blind

http://www.etre.com/blog/2009/08/touch_the_invisibles/
App Stores

http://www.appleinsider.com/articles/09/06/09/apple_stuns_wwdc_crowd_with_pulsating_app_store_hyperwall.html
The App Store is about to hit a billion downloads.

Join the celebration. And you could win.

http://www.flickr.com/photos/70474402@N00/3468613067/
“While it had 25,000 apps in January, that number has more than doubled: it now has over 65,000 applications. With another five months to go in 2009, we should see the app count break 100,000. Seriously, think about how large that number is.”

http://mashable.com/2009/08/05/flurry-iphone-apps/
Flurry New Project Starts, iPhone vs. Android

Source: Flurry Analytics

http://mashable.com/2009/08/05/flurry-iphone-apps/
Facebook

Facebook helps you connect and share with the people in your life.

Press OK to select or Exit to close
Where can I order these for my car?

Map: Grapevine, Texas

Go to the Organizer | Go to the map | See nearby photos and videos

©2009 NAVTEQ
“...a new survey, commissioned by Best Buy, indicates that 6 in 10 Americans (60%) would choose to give up alcohol for a week if it meant they could hold onto their mobile phone – a shocking 15% would even opt to have their teeth drilled in exchange for keeping their mobile phones in their pockets.”

“The survey also highlights that many Americans (47%) haven’t yet made the switch to the smartphone way of life because they’re just too confused about models and features.”

“..a record-setting 14.4% indicated that a smartphone was on their list of planned mobile phone purchases in the next 90 days. More impressively, a whopping 44% of those smartphone buyers plan to plunk down their hard-earned cash for an iPhone, compared with just 23% planning to buy a BlackBerry smartphone in the next 90 days.”

Odds and Ends
Communicate with anyone, anywhere in up to 45 languages. BabelWith.me is a simple, free group chat that automatically translates your conversation as you type. 

Get started now.
(817) 422-1644 Add - Arlington, TX
7/17/09 12:29 PM 3 weeks ago
hi jeremy it's your mom i'm just wondering how many people are coming to the shower talk to you later bye bye so

00:09
Call SMS more

(817) 797-7459 Add - Arlington, TX
7/17/09 12:26 PM 3 weeks ago
hey jeremy it's matt just checking your house line

00:04
Call SMS more

Google Voice Add - Mountain View, CA
7/17/09 11:05 AM 3 weeks ago
Welcome to Google Voice! Google Voice gives you a single phone number that rings all your phones, saves your voicemail online, and transcribes your voicemail to text. Other cool features include the ability to listen in on messages while they are being left and the ability to make low cost international calls. To start enjoying Google Voice, just give out your Google Voice number. You can record custom greetings for your favorite callers or block annoying callers by marking them as SPAM. Just click on the settings link at the top of your inbox. We hope you enjoy Google Voice.

00:28
Call SMS more

Tip: Record incoming calls at any time by pressing "4" on your phone’s dialpad. Learn more

©2009 Google - Terms - Blog - Google Home
“Xerox Corporation scientists have invented a way to make prints whose images last only a day, so that the paper can be used again and again.

http://designmind.frogdesign.com/blog/erasable-paper.html
When I lived in Mexico, I didn't expect services in English. Why do people who move here expect services in their language?

@brettschulte — Share this morsel of twisdom — Feed — 0 Comments

Some women are so FUCKING stupid! They don't know a good thing when it's staring them right in the face!

@Angry_Mens_Club — Share this morsel of twisdom — Feed — 0 Comments

Hate it when I add someone on Facebook then they add all MY friends. Took me a long time to make my friends, you don't get them that easy!

@brettschulte — Share this morsel of twisdom — Feed — 0 Comments

I Googled myself, therefore I am.

@Ruy — Share this morsel of twisdom — Feed — 0 Comments
Thanks!

@jeremyjohnson
http://www.jeremyjohnsononline.com/

@stephenjthomas
http://stephenthomas.com